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Market Update — February 10th, 2023 

Spot resin activity slowed down a bit and completed volumes were 
reduced across our marketplace. Prime Polyethylene was the more 
heavily traded resin this week and prices picked up another penny in 
the process, largely fueled by ongoing outages and sparse spot  
supplies. Polypropylene transactions were more limited but still 
tacked on another 2 cents amid some notable market developments, 
including a renewed surge in feedstock pricing which has been 
buoyed by ongoing PDH outages. Nonetheless, prime resin  
availability continued to contract with some allocations and Force 
Majeure conditions for both PE and PP intact. Exports to LATAM 
have been relatively strong so far this month and demand from Asia  
continued to ramp back up after the Lunar New Year. However, do-
mestic resin demand continued to be the wild card, and for the most 
part, it has remained disappointingly weak. 
 
Preliminary January resin data released by the ACC indicated that 
HDPE and LDPE production levels snapped back substantially from 
dramatically reduced December levels. While domestic sales also 
markedly returned and exports stayed relatively strong, these two  
resin groups still posted somewhat small inventory builds. LLDPE 
data has not yet been released. Preliminary Jan Polypropylene data 
also showed much stronger production rates and a nice increase in 
domestic sales, while exports languished leading to a substantial  
inventory build. Some of these initial figures came as a surprise, so we 
expect some revisions to take place and we will give more details 
then; in the meantime, we encourage you to subscribe to The  
American Chemistry Council (ACC) directly for specific data figures.  

Polyethylene trading was good, but not quite great, as demand  
continued to lag while spot supplies tightened further. Offgrade avail-
ability was again only sporadic and suppliers did not openly offer 
prime railcars into the spot market, but they could be sourced for the 
asking. The bulk of our transacted Polyethylene volume was for 
HDPE as Force Majeure conditions endured sending processors to the 
spot market to fill in their supply gaps. Numerous deals were done in 
HMW for film, as well as HDPE for blow molding and injection; 
some LDPE film grade business was sprinkled in, while LLDPE  
interest was scarce. Jan PE resin contracts settled up $.03/lb and there 
are Feb increases on the table that average $.06/lb.    Michael Greenberg 
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Resin for Sale 14,979,284

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Homo - Inj 2,549,036              0.550$     0.670$     0.590$      0.660$     

HDPE - Inj 2,196,060              0.540$     0.630$     0.550$      0.600$     

PP Copo - Inj 2,029,312              0.580$     0.720$     0.640$      0.710$     

LDPE - Film 1,940,048              0.560$     0.660$     0.590$      0.640$     

HDPE - Blow 1,868,876              0.550$     0.630$     0.560$      0.610$     

LLDPE - Film 1,681,128              0.500$     0.600$     0.530$      0.580$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,146,392              0.585$     0.695$     0.600$      0.650$     

HMWPE - Film 925,932                 0.560$     0.640$     0.540$      0.590$     

LDPE - Inj 642,500                 0.610$     0.700$     0.640$      0.690$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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There seems to be a concerted effort to keep upward pressure on the 
market and try to implement another $.03/lb this month. It is still early 
though and while resin availability is still limited, we feel that exports 
have somewhat dulled and resin production, while still throttled back 
from typical averages, might have been too much in Jan. Since  
demand is still lackluster, and we have yet to see market momentum 
really follow through, unless we see a massive demand surge,  
advancing contract prices further in Feb could become a tall order. 

The Polypropylene market remained busy, and while there was heavy 
interest, fewer pounds transacted across our marketplace this past 
week. There was a fairly heavy flow of offgrade HoPP and to a lesser 
extent good CoPP railcars offered into the spot market, while Prime 
cars were only available by ordering them. Limited volumes of prime 
packaged resin was available across the full slate of PP grades.  
Polypropylene prices rose another 2 cents on the heels of spot PGP's 
nearly 5-cent gain, and the fact that resin prices have not been able to 
keep pace with rising feedstock costs, highlights both the lack of out-
right resin demand as well as disbelief that these higher price levels 
will be sustained. Indeed spot PGP costs ran up past $.50/lb during 
the first part of Jan amid PDH outages before settling back nearly a 
dime as the monomer supply outlook improved. Polypropylene  
producers ran their reactors much harder in Jan than they did in Dec, 
also pushing monomer costs up; however, downstream resin demand 
could not support the extra volumes and all of the added costs could 
not be passed through, nor all of the freshly produced resin sold, so a 
sizable PP inventory build ensued during Jan. 

Jan PP contracts finalized at an $.08/lb increase, which included an 
$.11/lb cost-push increase partially offset by $.03/lb of margin  
erosion. Spot PGP prices packed that dime right back on into the low 
$.50s/lb during early Feb as PDH problems persisted. It will be  
interesting to see this month if producers will again chase the  
expensive monomer or this time ratchet reactor rates back to 4Q  
levels to offset the mismatch between January’s supply and demand. 
Producers are looking to regain the past 2 months of margin erosion 
with a $.06/lb Feb margin increase in addition to the change in PGP  
contracts, which is already trending towards an $.08-.10/lb jump.  
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In order to re-establish meaningful margins, PP producers will likely 
need to regain their production discipline that they held so nicely in 
late 2022 and also purge a chunk of their surplus inventories into the 
export market like they did in December. The month is still young, 
but time is marching. 

Spot monomer trading turned more active, Ethylene saw the bulk of 
the volume though Propylene scored a larger price gain. The Ethylene 
market began to tick higher on Tuesday and spot material in TX  
exchanged hands three times at $.21375/lb, while several deals  
swapping Feb for future months were also noted. Over in Louisiana, 
traders discovered that a $.03/lb discount to TX was necessary to 
complete a prompt delivery deal; spot Feb Ethylene transacted there at 
$.1825/lb in the AM and then later in the day a quarter cent lower at 
$.18/lb. Prices in LA continued to slide on Wednesday and Feb 
pounds sold at $.175/lb, back in TX two separate deals for 2Q and 3Q 
deliveries were completed. On Thursday morning one final spot deal 
for LA delivery was executed at $.1675/lb before bids dropped to 
$.1625/lb against a $.17/lb offer. With participants’ eyes realigned to 
Texas, several deals were inked on Thursday, Feb sold at $.21625/lb, 
March was brokered twice at $.21/lb, a deal for 4Q deliveries was 
completed at $.19625/lb, and a couple of calendar swaps were also 
done. On Friday morning one more deal for Feb Ethylene was  
completed at $.22/lb before traders packed it in for the week with a  
fractional gain. Many deferred months saw losses on the week, and 
the forward curve’s backwardation widened. 

Though dealings were limited, Polymer Grade Propylene began to 
rally from the get-go on concerns that the newly restarted Enterprise 
PDH unit was again incurring issues. On Monday morning spot Feb 
PGP jumped more than $.02/lb when it changed hands at $.47/lb. On 
Wednesday, spot PGP bids rose another couple of cents to $.49/lb and 
then a buyer paid a large premium to procure Feb pounds in exchange 
for March material. Feb PGP then traded up to $.51/lb before all  
outright spot PGP offers were pulled. On Thursday, spot bids moved 
up another cent to $.50/lb but with no spot selling interest, traders 
turned to the back months and a deal for 2H PGP deliveries was  
brokered at $.41/lb to close out the trading session.  
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Spot Feb PGP was bid up to $.505/lb on Friday against no offers, and 
the month’s weighted PGP average price settled just a touch below 
$.50/lb. Spot PGP is in short supply due to production disruptions but 
it is assumed that conditions will eventually improve, so the front 
months rallied more than the back months and the forward curve’s 
backwardation widened. As a reminder, spot Jan contracts settled up 
$.11/lb from Dec to $.43/lb. Though we are still early in the month, 
current spot prices already call for another significant PGP contract 
increase for Feb that is currently forecast at $.08 - .10/lb. 
 
The Energy complex was higher across the board as Crude Oil futures 
firmed following Russia’s decision to cut production by half-a-million 
bbls/day in March. Nat Gas, meanwhile, finished higher in a more  
volatile week as winter weather conditions remained a factor. Mar 
WTI Crude Oil initially dropped more than a buck to a low of  
$72.25/bbl on Monday but gained just over $8/bbl through the week to 
establish a high of $80.33/bbl on Friday. The Mar futures contract then 
set back a tad to end the week at $79.72/bbl, for a net gain of  
$6.33/bbl. April Brent took the same path as WTI and ended the week 
at $86.39/bbl, up a net $6.45/bbl. Mar Nat Gas futures jumped around in a 12% range, reaching a midweek high at $2.66/mmBtu but reversed course the 
following day to hit a floor of $2.35/mmBtu. Nat Gas futures finished Friday at $2.51/mmBtu up just more than a dime on the week. NGL prices were 
mixed again with Ethane returning its previous week’s gains of more than a half-cent to $.255/gal ($.108/lb), while Propane also reversed direction and 
firmed nearly $0.04/gal to $0.841/gal ($0.238/lb). 

 

 
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs. 
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